
Resolution of the meetinq dated 30.04.2024 of the Bid Evaluation
committee of the establishments of special Judoe. cBr & NrA

i',,,'.:. lL

Court, Assam.

A meeting of the committee was held today in the chamber of the

special Judge, cBI & NiA, Assam, Guwahati on dated 30.04.2024 at about

3.30 PM.

The agenda of the meeting today was to finalize the tender paper for
supply of stationery articles and small equipments etc to the establishment

of the Special Judge, CBI & NIA, Assam, Guwahati.

In this regard, perused the earlier resolution dated 25.04.2024. As

directed in the said resolution dated 25.04.2024, the office of the Special

Judge, cBI & NIA, Assam, Guwahati prepared a comparative chart of all the

four (4) nos. of tender papers received, pursuant to NIT dated t4.03.2024.

Here, it may be mentioned that the tender paper submitted by the M/s SHRI

RAM Enterprise located at Maharashtra is not taken into consideration in the

comparative chart in view of the Terms and condition No.1 of the NIT

dated 74.03.2024, as the said firm is beyond the territorial jurisdiction of the

Guwahati Muntcipality Corporation.

on a careful perusal of the comparative chart and the tender papers,

it is found that M/s D. D. Enterprise is the lowest bidder amongst the three

valid tender papers, Hence, the committee resolves that M/s D.D.

Enterprise, being the L-1, be empanelled as supplier of the establishment of
the speclal Judge, cBi & NIA, Assam, Guwahati for supply of stationery

articles and small equipments etc for the financial year zo24-zoz5. The

committee also resolves that the office of the special Judge, cBI & NIA,

Assam is to issue a work offer letter to the M/s D. D. Enterprise asking him

to supply the articles / items to the establishment of the Special Judge, cBI

& NIA, Assam, Guwahati, as and when directed for the same.

The meeting ended with thanks to the members.

P.T,O.
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